“If nothing else, value the truth”

St. Louis University High School, Friday, September, 5, 2008

Sisyphus
Seniors miss last two days of
Winter ’09 set
project because of snow
to debut

Kevin Casey
Editor

W

ith the month of January comes the
thousands of wishes—made by students of all ages—for the coveted snow
day. Such wishes were answered earlier
this week, when an average of seven inches of snow shut down schools and daycares across the St. Louis area on Tuesday and Wednesday. While most students
rejoiced over the cancellations, the snow
days proved to be bittersweet for many St.
Louis U. High seniors.
Wednesday was scheduled to be the last
day of the Senior Service Project, which
began Jan. 5. Thanks to the snow days,
many seniors missed the last two days of
their project.
“I was very disappointed,” said senior
Ryan Berger, who volunteered at Moog
Center for Deaf Education. “I didn’t get to
have my last day of project. I didn’t get to

say goodbye.”
The feeling was similar for many. Senior
John Schlesinger, who did his project in a
kindergarten class at Holy Trinity Catholic
School was also “very disappointed. They
didn’t really know I was leaving yet,” he said.
“I was going to tell them on Tuesday.”
Some of the project sites even had small
parties or other special events planned for
the Jr. Bill volunteers. “I know that we were
going to have a little pizza party and cookies
and stuff like that,” said Tim Potter. “We’ve
been with these people for three to four weeks,
and to not be able to say goodbye is kind of
hard.”
“I was going to bring them treats and stuff
to kind of celebrate the last day I was there,”
added Schlesinger. He was also one of the
seniors who would have had the opportunity
to take part in a 100th day of school celebration on either Tuesday or Wednesday.
Potter, who was one of the volunteers

see MISSED GOODBYE, 10

Wingo Commits to Arkansas
PHOTO BY ZAC BOESCH

Ronnie Wingo takes a
snap during the Chaminade game. Wingo, one
of the top football prospects in the St. Louis
area, has decided to
attend the University of
Arkansas. Wingo made
the decision on Tuesday
and will sign on Feb. 4.
See article page 6.

Nick Fandos
Reporter

T

he Winter 2009 Sisyphus will be released early next week. Students can
pick up their copy of the literary magazine at the poetry night at 7:30 on Tuesday night in the library or at school on
Wednesday. Sisyphus features student and
faculty pieces of prose, poetry, photography, and drawings, and will be available
for a quarter.
The cover of the 60-page magazine is
a 2-D abstract piece by senior Alex Reich.
The magazine’s content is rich in poetry,
explained sophomore editor Michael Blair.
Many of the issue’s poems were written in
English teacher Terry Quinn’s senior poetry
class.
Along with Blair’s poems, a satiric poem
entitled “SLUHboy” by senior Gary Newcomer, which, as its name suggests, pokes
fun at the typical Junior Bill, is expected to
be a popular piece.
A poem submitted by English teacher
Bill George entitled “ A New Eden at Last”
is another notable submission and the only
faculty piece in the magazine.
Several editors noted the work of senior
editor Chris Brennan as well. Brennan’s
poem “To Julia and every waitress I have
ever loved” is an exuberant, romantic epic.
Although prose submissions were
down this year, there will still numerous
outstanding pieces in the issue, explained
co-moderator Rich Moran.
Two prose pieces, “Spotlight” and
“Phil’s Gourmet Sub Shop,” by first-time

see STEEP HILL, 8
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News
Minus grades gone, course
grading scales standardized

Matt Bettonville, Luke Chellis
Core Staff

B

ecause of the change to PowerSchool
as St. Louis U. High’s student information system, minus grades will no longer appear on quarterly report cards and
grading scales have become standardized
by course number.
SLUH’s grading scale had previously
rounded minus grades up at the semester,
but left them on quarter report cards to give
a better picture of a student’s progress.
“Having different grading scales at different grading periods was very confusing,
so I think this will stop some of that confusion,” said Assistant Principal for Academics
Michalski. “It was really a progress report
grade more than anything else. It doesn’t go
anywhere permanently; it’s not on a transcript
or anything.”

PowerSchool’s online Parent-Student
Portal keeps a live online record of grades
as teachers report them. Assistant Principal
for Administrative and Technological Services Tom Becvar said that the live record
gives a better and more accessible account
of a student’s progress than a report card, so
portraying quarterly grades in the same way
as semester grades made more sense.
“You see the whole gradebook,” said
Becvar. “You don’t have to worry about why
you have what grade you have—it’s right in
front of you.”
Michalski said that although the same
logic could have applied to K12 Planet, since
teachers had to post grades periodically, the
online record would not necessarily reflect
up-to-date work. PowerSchool’s online
portion is linked directly to its electronic

see POWER, 8

Pro-life students go to DC

Conor Gearin
Core Staff

T

hough they were interspersed among
the hundreds of thousands of protestors present, the Jr. Bills were nonetheless
out in force for the 2009 Pro-Life March
on Thursday, Jan. 22.
This year, St. Louis U. High was not able
to organize their own group for the march.
Theology teacher Rosemary Queathem,
who had led the group in past years, said
that because the march fell on a Thursday,
students would miss too much school. Unless the trip was overnight, Queathem said
that students would have “missed virtually
an entire week of school.” With the three to
four days needed for the trip—in addition to
the holiday last Monday for Martin Luther
King, Jr. Day—the students on the trip would
not have attended school for nearly all of last
week.
“I think that would have been digging
(the students) into an academic hole,” said
Queathem. She added that an overnight trip
would not have been desirable because she
wanted to include a civic experience with the
Washington D.C. monuments and museums
and attractions in addition to the march.
With President Barack Obama’s inau-

guration, fewer hotels were available for the
marchers. Queathem said that the dearth of
accommodations for the Jr. Bills also nixed
a SLUH group, which has numbered around
30 students in the past.
Obama’s inauguration had other ramifications for the march this year. The arrival
of a new, outspokenly pro-choice president
may have “spurred on” more people to attend the march, Queathem said. She said that
estimates of the number of marchers have
been around 300,000, which would exceed
recent years.
Junior Brendan Giljum, who attended the
march with the St. Margaret Mary Alacoque
Parish’s (SMMA) youth group, said that he
and many others “wanted to make an impact
on (Obama)” at the beginning of his term.
Separated, SLUH students had a wide
range of experiences. Giljum also said that the
bus SMMA took to the capital was struck by a
semi-truck trailer coming off the highway.
“I thought we had hit a curb, so I went
back to sleep,” said Giljum. The next moment, his friends were waking him up, telling
him they had collided with a semi. There
were no injuries in the accident.
Sophomore Ben Emnett said that he

see PRO-LIFE, 11

Quiz Bowl
travels state

January 30, 2009

Patrick O’Leary
Staff

T

he St. Louis U. High Quiz Bowl team
competed in two meets on Saturday,
Jan. 24, one in Columbia, Mo., at the University of Missouri (Mizzou) and the other
in Washington, Mo., at Washington High
School.
On Saturday, the team split up to attend
both meets. Math teacher Frank Corley attended the Mizzou meet with a team comprised of seniors Kevin Wright and Nate Fox
and juniors Luke Chellis, Patrick Creedon,
and Jack Newsham. This team faced a total
of 12 teams and college level questions that
were frequently two paragraphs long.
Wright said the first round was a little
more difficult because “it followed a different
format.” He said that it was something they
had not seen before and that the following
rounds became easier because they had a
better and slower reader. The team placed
third overall.
Fox said, “I think we did all right for
not practicing regularly (with the seniors on
break) and operating on little sleep.”
Meanwhile, two other squads competed
at Washington High School—the Washington
A-team, accompanied by AP Psychology
teacher Margaret Schmidt, was comprised
of juniors Brian Campbell, Mike Kaucher,
and Quin Thames, and sophomore Morgan
Keefe. The A-team went 2-1 in the preliminary round and advanced to the quarterfinals.
Unfortunately, the A-team lost to DeSmet,
who finished in the top two.
The Washington B-team, also accompnied by Schmidt, was comprised of junior
Patrick Nacanaynay, sophomore Willie
Kohler, and freshmen Matthew Sainz and
David Hammel. The B-team also went 2-1
in the preliminary round, winning their first
two matches and losing the third to the SLUH
A-team. The B-team did not make it to the
quarterfinals.
The next junior varsity meet is at DeSmet on Feb. 7, and the next varsity meet is
in Jefferson City at Helias High School on
Feb. 28.
Corley has high hopes for the Feb. 28
meet. He said, “We would like to go down
to Helias and do really well.
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Letters to the Editors on Plainsong
Santel ’08
Keeley ’08

To the Editors:
I am not surprised that the parents who circulated the letter
criticizing Kent Haruf’s Plainsong chose to do so anonymously.
By attempting to force SLUH to concede to an alternate text, the
letter’s authors are doing little more than asking SLUH to shirk
its mission in the name of misguided Puritanism. Dr. Moran was
gracious in telling the Prep News that the letter “has fostered some
good communication between teachers and parents,” when the act
amounts to little more than thinly-veiled sedition. I would respect
the authors’ intent if they had chosen a route other than a sort of
vigilantism (say, calling the school directly rather than attempting
to create an angry mob of parents), but as such, the letter in question
constitutes fear mongering of such narrowness as to be dangerous
to SLUH’s stated goal of forming intellectually competent young
men who are open to growth.
The basic assumption underlying the letter’s circulation is that
SLUH is not to be trusted in guiding its students through challenging
texts. If the truth were otherwise, why wouldn’t the authors have
chosen to communicate directly with the administration? Do they
believe that after 200 years of academic and religious excellence,
SLUH’s teachers would choose the texts they teach without foresight,
and then go on to teach them just as carelessly? As one who was once
a SLUH sophomore studying Plainsong, I can attest that nothing
is further from the truth. Any time I encountered a difficult text at

Beezley ’08

see SANTEL, 9

To the Editors,
I am writing to express my discontent concerning the recent
reservations and outcries about Plainsong’s place in SLUH’s curriculum. I’m not intentionally attempting to create controversy, but I
find it my duty as an alumnus to express my own thoughts. First, I am
extremely proud of Dr. Moran and the English Department for their
refusal to remove Plainsong from SLUH’s halls and classrooms.
St. Louis U. High is a proud institution. We are proud of our
history, of our spirituality, and of our academic prowess. We preach
intellectual pluralism, of various philosophies and perspectives that
give us just a small glimpse of how other people view the world. We
value acceptance, diversity, and knowledge. The outcry concerning
Plainsong threatens these core beliefs that comprise St. Louis U.
High.
The pages of graphic passages sent to Dr. Moran are a case of
myopia, nothing more. The organizers of this resistance movement
are failing to grasp the larger portrait that Kent Haruf is depicting.
One must look beyond the superficiality of profanity and sex, for
they are not the sole use of the novel, but neither are they mundane.
They serve a broader purpose of emphasis, and a crude yet tangible
realization that the world is not perfect. Idealism is a fine concept,
even a necessary one, but it can only carry us so far. The world, on
some levels, is evil and vile, but it is also beautiful and accepting,
as Plainsong can teach us. All that is required is that we read it.

see BEEZLEY, 9
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To the Editors:
As an alumnus who loves SLUH dearly and wants to keep an
ear in on what goes on at the place I once called home, I still read
the Prep News, in fact, more thoroughly than I did as a student. I
found certain material in last week’s Prep News somewhat concerning and disheartening. I am referring, of course, to the controversy
surrounding Plainsong, a novel taught in all sophomore English
classes.
Plainsong contains a few scenes with explicit descriptions of
sexual activity. Sure, on the surface, one might question and even
challenge why such material would be presented for study in a
Catholic institution where values and morals are championed. Many
parents still find this offensive and a danger to their children. The
only danger to the sophomores in regard to this book is that they
might be sheltered from content it describes. By teaching this book
and the material presented in it, our English teachers are educating
their students about some of the darkness of this world, for to shelter
them from it would be an injustice. As Mr. Quinn explained in an
article published last week, if the boys at SLUH have not encountered the moral crevices of the world yet, they will some day, and
it is a noble and righteous cause to arm them with understanding
and support them with information.
Containing content that in itself is questionable does not make
a work of art immoral. Rather, one must look at the light in which it

see KEELEY, 10

Commentary
A student perspective
on Plainsong

Matt Bettonville
Core Staff

T

he anonymous letter that many sophomore parents received
last week detailed three sexual encounters from Plainsong—
a girlfriend forced to have sex with her boyfriend’s friend, a
pregnant teenager forced to engage in oral sex with a drunk boy,
and two teenage boys sexually harassing two younger boys. All
three images are, in their detail, decidedly provoking. However,
sophomores are mature enough to handle the content that Plainsong presents.
When I read Plainsong’s explicit passages last year, my sophomore English teacher prepared the class for the nights when we were
to read explicit passages with both a warning of the intensity of the
passages and a challenge of maturity toward the subject, asking
us to see the implications of sexual violence as well as the action
itself. I did not snicker with my friends at its intense descriptions,
nor did I see any other students trivializing the scenes. Those days
in English class were some of the most focused of the year because

see BETTONVILLE, 10
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Letters to the Editors
Burke ’10 on Pro-Life trip
Ott on abortion
To the Editors:
Last week, on Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday, I attended
the annual Pro-Life trip to Washington, D.C. I rode in a bus with
people from my parish youth group. On this 20-hour bus trip, we
did various reflections and prayers against abortion. We started off
by speaking about why we attended this trip and what “pro-life”
means to us. Also, we said the rosary about four times, with the
intercession for the sanctity of life on our minds. Every year, I gain
a new insight or a new experience on this trip.
This year, I have really achieved the determination to speak out
on this issue and help the cause. Seeing over 300,000 people attend
this rally, I am inspired even more that more and more people each
year are working to fight against the atrocity of abortion.
I challenge the SLUH community to work with me in fighting
this horrific issue that terrorizes our nation as a whole. Around 50
million innocent babies have died since the passing of Roe v. Wade
in 1973, which is about 1/3 of our generation. Simple ways to fight
this problem are by praying, speaking the truth out to others, picketing outside of clinics or Planned Parenthoods, or by writing letters
to our Congressmen.

To the Editors:
My professional training came as a social studies teacher
at perhaps the most liberal place not located on the West Coast:
Northwestern University in Evanston, Ill. And yet, despite the
obvious political leanings of most of the faculty and student body,
my education professors diligently urged my classmates and me to
keep our political opinions out of our curriculum. Our goal was to
enable students to form political opinions, they said, not provide
them with our own.
For the first four years of my teaching career, I have taken this
lesson to heart. I’ve been tempted to share my views on several
occasions, most of which involve students telling me of the political
rants some of their other teachers have performed in class. But, to
the best of my knowledge, I’ve kept my opinions on politics and
politicians to myself. That is, of course, until now.
With one stroke of his pen, our new president accomplished
what my co-workers’ Obama bumper stickers and my students’
questions were never quite able to; he forced me to show my hand.
President Obama concluded his first work week in office by repealing
the “gag rule”a piece of legislation first issued by Ronald Reagan

To the Editors:
I would like to submit this letter in response to the article
“Plainsong...” which appeared in your January 23rd issue.
Gentlemen of SLUH,
I know that you have heard, “...it is a privilege to be at SLUH
... you need to thank your parents... blah... blah... blah...” Why?
What is it? The academics of a high school education can be had
anywhere, why SLUH?
Speaking for just this one parent, SLUH is good because within
every academic lesson there is moral fiber. Fibers pulled through
hundreds of lessons, by hundreds of brothers to form a blanket of
character. It is a blanket of honor and moral strength, carried by every
SLUH boy for almost 200 years. You have not only a privilege, but
also a responsibility. As you go out into the world to lead, do that
which has been done unto you:
-Respect and support young minds.
-Have faith in the children, whose parents, by example, have
instilled morals. Morals which will resonate within them. Have
faith in the parents.
-Test them. Let them exercise their minds and souls for integration. Let them wrestle with conflicting issues in an environment of
trust and love.
-Help them find their way based on all that they know. Keep a
gentle guiding hand and a compassionate heart as their backstop.
This is SLUH, gentlemen; carry it with you always.
A parent, much like the other, whose name is withheld because this
is the time for my son to find HIS VOICE.
			
		
Name withheld by request

To the Editors:
As a parent of two students at SLUH, I would like to share my
opinion of the book Plainsong and the requirement that my two
sons were to read the book.
I read Plainsong shortly after the time of its publication so admittedly my recollection of the book isn’t completely clear. However,
I loved the book like few others of the many I have read as a self
professed avid reader. While the book does indeed involve those
elements that some parents object to, those things are not what the
book is about. In reading the book, I was touched by how the two
old men’s lives were enriched by the young woman coming into
their lives. The old men say little in the book, but when they speak
it is so powerful and touching.
When I saw that my sons were required to read Plainsong I
was thrilled and it impressed upon me that I was glad that my sons
were at a school that had this book as part of its curriculum.
While not quite as good as Plainsong, Eventide, Kent Haruf’s
sequel to Plainsong, is to be recommended.
						
Tom Kickham

see BURKE, 12

Parent responses to Plainsong

see OTT, 11

From the PN Archives

Feb 4, 2005
To determine the most germ-infected places at SLUH, Kyle Kloster
used a Q tip to swab various places and then cultivate bacteria in
a petri dish at human body temperature, a process designed by
biology teacher Steve Kuensting. A randomly selected door knob
in M201 tripled the closest runner up with 22 billion microbes;
second was a random student desk with 7.2 billion and third was
the Prep News office with 6.2 billion bacteria.
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Hockey hoists Jesuit Cup for second straight year

Tony Billmeyer
Staff

T

he St. Louis U. High hockey team
completed a three-game series sweep
over Jesuit rival DeSmet on Saturday night
at Affton by a combined score of 12-5.
The Busiebills hoisted the Jesuit Cup for
the second time in a row and for the eighth
time since the game’s inception in 1973.
Junior Brandon Eversgerd gave the Jr.
Bills the lead in the first period with a power
play goal from the slot. SLUH dominated
the entire game and doubled their lead when
senior Kevin Corby kicked a rebound to his
stick and ripped the shot past the Spartan
goalie. The SLUH defense, minus senior
Conor Quinn (club team duty), allowed only
a fluke goal early in the third period.
Senior Joe Cella looked impressive in his
third game back from injury. He tallied his
third point on a great cross-ice pass to Corby,
who slid the puck behind the goalkeeper to
restore the two-goal lead.

Of Cella’s return, senior Connor Quinn
commented: “He gives us two complete
strong scoring lines.”
Sophomore Jackson Hoffman added
an insurance goal with a slap shot from the
point on a power play late in the game.

photo courtesy of mr. kevin boschert

Sophomore Jackson Hoffmann takes a shot against
DeSmet at the Jesuit Cup last Saturday night.

The Cellabrategoodtimesbills will head
to the playoffs after tonight’s game against
Webster Groves. Quinn said of tonight’s
matchup, “They are playing well right now,
but we should beat them handily.”
The J-cupdoublesipbills should take the
No. 2 seed into the playoffs, though Francis
Howell Central could make a claim for the
spot with only two losses.
“If Francis Howell Central (beats DeSmet tonight) they will argue that they should
get (the second seed), but I think that we’ll
get it,” said head coach Charlie Busenhart.

The SLUH racquetball team
apologizes to any fans who
showed up to cheer the V-1
squad on Tuesday. The
weather-delayed match will be
made up at 3:30 p.m. on
Thursday, Feb. 19 at the JCC.

Nowhere to go but up? CBC beats SLUH by 32
Peter Mackowiak
Sports Editor

photo by zac boesch
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he St. Louis U. High basketball team
(9-10, 0-5 MCC) bussed to CBC
(11-8, 2-3 MCC) in search of what has
proven to be an elusive first conference
win. But in front of a packed house that
included SLUH basketball legend Joe
Mimlitz, the party belonged to CBC. The
Cadets mauled the Jr. Bills, 74-42.
While both teams opened the game
camped in 2-3 zone defenses, only one was
successful. While in possession of the rock,
CBC made a few half-interested forays inside
the arc but were otherwise content to swing
the ball around the perimeter for open jump
shots. Point guard Cory McArthy took maximum advantage, hitting his first four threes
in the game’s opening four minutes to propel
the Cadets to a 15-0 spurt and prompt head
coach John Ross to knock a chair down in
frustration and call a time out.
“We’d scouted CBC’s previous games
and seen that they liked getting the ball

Junior Mike Mayberger attemps to cut into
CBC’s 17-point lead at CBC on Friday.

inside; so we wanted to try and take away
their strength,” said Ross.
Also contributing to the strategy was the

fact that CBC had not made more than four
three-pointers in any of this year’s contests
prior to Friday’s first-quarter bonanza.
“(McArthy) is a great shooter, but if he
goes 1 for 5, we look like geniuses,” added
Ross.
SLUH found no reprieve on offense.
They shot just 28 percent on the game and
worse in the opening frame. On their few
incisive drives into the paint they met waves
of defenders (CBC forward Ryan Pierson
had multiple blocks). Senior guard Matt
Lynch watched the opening sequence from
the bench for the first time this season and
was subbed in when it became apparent the
team lacked initiative on offense.
“We just needed to calm down,” said
Lynch, who had the team’s only two assists
in the entire game according to the SLUH
managers’ statistics. “We were getting the
open looks, but they just weren’t falling.”
“We stressed patience against their
zone,” said Ross. “We’d seen CBC play the
2-3 before … I wasn’t upset with the shot

see FLICK WEBB, 7
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Wo u n d e d W r a s s l e b i l l s R o n n i e t h e
cope at MICDS, Chaminade R a z o r b a c k
“

Mike Lumetta
Reporter

I

t has to start in the practice room,” said
St. Louis U. High wrestling head coach
Jon Ott after the Jr. Bills’ disappointing
finish at the MICDS Tournament. “If guys
are always looking to score in the practice
room, that’s what will translate into taking
advantage of opportunities in a match.”
Severely limited by the absence of five
starters, the Jr. Bills had a few bright spots
in the tournament, including a fifth-place
finish by junior Andrew Danter (135) and
a fourth-place medal by sophomore Espen
Conley (152).
The Jr. Bills arrived at MICDS Friday
afternoon with their lineup still heavily
depleted. Senior captains Mike Donovan
(140) and John Boehm (160) remained out
with injuries, and junior Pete Everson (171)
missed his second consecutive competition
with a skin condition. Junior George Staley
(119) could not compete due to a recurring
illness.
Danter, who had one of the Jr. Bills’better
tournaments this past weekend, won each of
his first two matches. He easily defeated his
first opponent, Whitfield’s Justin Deltmer, by
fall in the second period. But Danter had a
tougher time in the quarterfinal against Sean
Raney of Ritenour. After a back-and-forth
first two periods, though, Danter prevailed
6-2.
In the semifinal Saturday morning,
Danter battled Tony James, a defending
individual state champion from the reigning
Class 3 champs, the Holt Indians. James took
Danter down 13 times, including eight times
in the second period, and cut him after every
takedown. Up 24-11 in the third, James hit his
last takedown and put Danter to his back for
three nearfall points and the 29-11 technical
fall.
Danter lost his consolation semifinal
to St. Charles’ Tony Gillespie, a beatable
opponent. In the third period, Danter had
an opportunity to grab Gillespie’s head and
reverse him but could not.
“If I wrestled that (St. Charles) kid 99
more times, I would beat him 99 times,” said
Danter after the conclusion of the tournament.

The fifth-place bout paired Danter and
Westminster’s Dick Ross. After Danter
evened the match 5-5 in the third with a late
reverse, he sprawled on Ross’ shot in overtime. When he tried to circle, Ross blocked
with his arm. Precariously perched on Ross’
side, Danter hooked the ankle and eventually
got control for the winning takedown.
Danter was determined to win his fifthplace match and wrestled aggressively. Of
the overtime struggle for position, he said,
“I just had to assert control with my hips. I
was slowly pulling myself on top, making
sure I didn’t do anything stupid.”
Ott was pleased with Danter’s improvement. “The difference between that match
and the match before that in the wrestleback
semis was that he went out and wrestled from
beginning to end,” he said.
Senior captain Kevin Staed came out hot
in his first match in the 145 bracket, pinning
Patrick Whitner from McCluer North in 33
seconds. Staed caught a snatch single and
brought Whitner down into a cradle for the
pin.
Staed’s quarterfinal pitted him against
Parkway North’s Nick Moore, a third place
medalist at state last year. Staed aggravated
a previous neck injury when Moore tried to
throw him. He kept wrestling after being
examined by a trainer, but Moore quickly
pinned him.
Staed won his Friday night wrestleback
6-1 over Eric Tucker of Ritenour, spending
most of the match on top. However, he was
unable to return Saturday morning.
After winning his opening match, Conley battled Alex Cacciarelli of the Westminster Wildcats in the quarterfinals. The match
remained close throughout, but Cacciarelli
reversed Conley to take a 7-5 lead at the end
of the second.
After Conley let Cacciarelli up to start
the third, he snapped Cacciarelli down for a
takedown and cut him again in order to try
for a tying takedown. Cacciarelli fended off
Conley for the rest of the match to send him
to the wrestleback bracket. Conley finished
the night with a quick pin on a power half
against Chaminade’s Justin Forrest, and
ended up losing again to Cacciarelli in a

see DESMETUESDAY, 7

Adam Cruz
Reporter
he University of Arkansas has now
struck St. Louis U. High gold in football as well as baseball.
Less than a month after senior pitcher
Mike Bucchino signed for baseball, Ronnie
Wingo, SLUH’s starting tailback of three
years, verbally committed to the Razorbacks
and plans to sign on Feb. 4, college football’s
National Signing Day. Wingo, Rivals’ No. 2
ranked football prospect in St. Louis (behind
Gateway Tech tight end Sheldon Richardson), accumulated 1,861 all-purpose yards
and 20 touchdowns this season.
Wingo planned to announce his decision
Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. in SLUH’s team meeting
room with coaches and teammates present.
Despite rumors he was going to postpone the
date because of the snow, Wingo committed
Tuesday at his home with his family.
Wingo’s top five schools included Arkansas, Missouri, Illinois, Minnesota, and
Kansas. He said the final decision came
down to Mizzou and Arkansas.
“I knew I’d disappoint some people by
not going to (Missouri), but I felt Arkansas
would be the best place for me to succeed as a
person, player, and (student),” said Wingo.
Wingo also cited head coach Bobby
Petrino and the rest of the Arkansas coaches
as positive influences towards his decision,
saying they made him feel “comfortable
enough to spend the next four or five years
with them.” Wingo visited Arkansas on Jan.
9 and was recruited by Tim Horton, the running backs coach for the Razorbacks.
When asked if Bucchino’s choice affected his commitment, Wingo smiled and
said, “‘Fat Mike’ is my boy. We’ll be kicking
it at Fayetteville.”
The Razorbacks (5-7 last year, 2-6 SEC)
are known for producing elite running back
talent. Most recently, the school had two
running backs, Darren McFadden and Felix
Jones, picked in the first round of the 2007
NFL Draft.
Arkansas’ leading rusher last season
(Michael Smith, 1027 yards) is entering his
senior season. With no tailback on Arkansas’
current roster standing over six feet, the future
looks bright for the 6’2’’, 204 lb. Wingo.

T
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selection. It was just the perfect storm. We
couldn’t make shots, they couldn’t miss.”
Junior guard Mike Mayberger broke the
goose-egg with a three from the corner, but
the rest of the half didn’t pan out much better
for the OKthunderbills. SLUH trailed 20-3
after a CBC lay-up and another McArthy
three, and ended the half down 34-9.
Much to the entertainment of both sides’
sizeable student sections, CBC sold fans
chances to win $50 by making a half-court
shot during the break. Two students made the
shots (combining for six points, or two-thirds
of SLUH’s halftime point total).
Deciding to go small, Ross sent out five
guards and integrated a non-stop full-court
press throughout the third quarter. The move
resulted in entertaining, up-and-down play,
and the Muggsybogues’cameoinspacejambills forced turnovers on three of CBC’s first
five possessions of the half.
“We had to start taking chances,” said
Lynch. “They’d just been on fire. There’s
really nothing funny you can say about it.”
The press provided offense in the form

of fast breaks, and SLUH scored 20 points
in the quarter. Unfortunately, the Jr. Bills
piled up fouls as well as steals—Lynch and
junior guard Mike Butler ended up with four
fouls each, accounting for eight of SLUH’s
22 team fouls—and CBC actually increased
its 25-point halftime cushion by one in the
third by returning to the foul line so often,
you’d think someone there was giving out
free Dave Matthews Band CDs. The Cadets
sank a remarkable 25 of 29 free throws in the
contest, most of them in the second half.
Cooney topped all Jr. Bill scorers with
ten points. McArthy, whose hands were like
wild birds, finished with 25 points on perfect
shooting (6-6 field goals, 5-5 threes, 8-8 free
throws) to lead CBC to the 74-42 win.
Despite the moderate success of the fiveguard press, Ross gives no indication he’ll
adopt the set as the team’s go-to defense.
“It’s all situational,” he said, noting that he
started two forwards—sophomore Zak Otten
and senior Cecil Edward—against CBC to
counter their three-forward frontcourt.
After last week’s shellacking, the team

has had some time to regroup, as snow kept
them out of Backer Memorial Gym Tuesday
and Wednesday. This left only yesterday
afternoon’s practice to prepare for tonight’s
game against Jefferson City. The Jays are a
meager 4-13 but have played a tough schedule and recently came within six points of
beating DeSmet.
“We’ve just got to make sure we’re
doing the right things, and let Jeff City take
care of Jeff City,” said Ross.
Tonight’s home game takes on a different, humane importance as well. Ticket
revenue will be donated to the Coaches vs.
Cancer Foundation, which benefits cancer
patients and their families, hosts the Coaches
vs. Cancer Classic college basketball tournament (Duke beat Michigan in this year’s
final), and has raised over $40 million since
former Mizzou basketball coach and cancer
survivor Norm Stewart helped jumpstart the
organization in 1993. SLUH will wear pink
warm-ups for the occasion, and t-shirts and
vintage sweatpants will be sold and raffled,
respectively. The game starts at 7 p.m.

(from 6)
closely contested third-place match.
Ott thought that Conley wrestled a
better second match. He said, “(Espen’s)
biggest area for improvement was that he
would take breaks during matches and kind
of lose focus. In the third-place match, he
didn’t win, but he didn’t take breaks, either.”
Ott said that Conley also needs to focus on
setups for shots and wrestling from top.
Sophomore John Brusati (189) wrestled
his first match against Whitfield’s Wyatt
Salabury. Salabury built a 6-1 lead before
stalling and conceding an escape, which
let Brusati within three. In desperate need
of a takedown, Brusati shot, but Salabury
sprawled for a takedown. As the final seconds
ticked away, Brusati reversed Salabury to his
back, but time expired before the ref awarded
Brusati the third nearfall point. Salabury won
by the 8-7 score. In his wrestleback Brusati
faced Travis Robley from Mexico and lost
an 11-3 major decision.
In other weight classes, freshman Will
Whitney (125), sophomores Hans Brende
(130) and Jon Conley (140), and junior Alex
Myers (215) went winless in the main bracket.

Whitney displayed improvement in his first
match, a rematch against the host Rams’
Mike Helfant. In the close match, Whitney
lost 17-12, which was better than the 22-12
major decision he lost in the SLUH-MICDS
dual at SLUH three weeks ago.
Looking at the backup sophomores’
performances, Ott said that basics are the key
to becoming varsity-caliber wrestlers. “Good
fundamentals are what’s going to allow you
to compete at the next level,” he said. “You
don’t need to know 10,000 moves, but (you
do need to) be able to take good shots and
be in good position.”
The Jr. Bills (8-11 in dual meets, 2-1
MCC) continued their solid MCC season with
a 53-21 victory over Chaminade last Thursday. The Where’shans?bills won all but four
weight classes in Chaminade’s small second
gym. The Takingageometrytestbills started
well with a win by sophomore Phil Hogrebe
(filling in for Everson at 171) sandwiched
between byes for Espen Conley (wrestling at
160 for this match) and junior Joel Geders
(189). In his varisty debut, Hogrebe tired out
his opponent, another inexperienced wrestler,

to prevail 8-4.
Following a loss by sophomore Brian
Gass at 215, Myers, wrestling up at heavyweight for the MCC dual, overcame a late
three-point deficit to win. Down 8-5 and on
the bottom in the third period, Myers circled
to face the Red Devils’ heavyweight and
double-legged him to draw within a point.
As the clock wound down inside 30 seconds,
Myers worked a half for three exposure
points and the 10-8 win. The victory gave
the HenryCejudobills an 18-6 lead.
“I knew I had to get points because there
was under a minute left, and the coaches said
to put in a half, so I (did),” said Myers.
Freshman Connor Edler received a bye
at 112 between losses by freshman Michael
Barry (103) and Staley. From that point on,
the Jr. Bills controlled the meet, winning
five of the final six matches, all on pins.
Whitney, Brende, Danter, Staed, and junior
David Lopez (152) each won.
The Folkstylebills’ last MCC dual,
rescheduled from Tuesday, will come this
Tuesday against DeSmet. Most of the injured
starters should return for the match.
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writer senior John Berger caught the editors’ attention. “Berger’s stories are realistic
and deeply felt,” said co-moderator Frank
Kovarik.
Sophomore editor Conor Fellin expressed his excitement about the
prose piece “Lights” by senior
Mark Holzum. Fellin emphasized
the piece’s unique themes as a break
from the ordinary.
Another prose piece, “Language,” by senior Jack Leahy was
a favorite of junior editor James
Fister. Fister noted Leahy’s use of
his own experience and voice as
the piece’s strength.
The various literary pieces
do not stand alone. Numerous
photographs, drawings, and other
art pieces accompany them.
The prints of senior Matt Kocisak, watercolors of senior Phil
Sigillito, and drawings of senior
Adam Bremerkamp all caught the
attention of Moran, who noted the strength
of this year’s art submissions. Photography
editor Zac Boesch has numerous photographs

featured in the magazine as well.
While there is not a central theme, Blair
emphasized the magazine’s notably somber,
wintry feel. “(The magazine) reflects the winter template… it’s very thought-inducing,”
said Blair.

(from 2)
gradebook so that a parent immediately sees
all the data that a teacher has collected up
to that point. Michalski described K12 as
“transitional” because it bridged online and
hard copy grade reports.
“People can now see where they stand
within a particular grade,” said Michalski.
Because of the set-up of PowerSchool’s
spreadsheet-style hierarchy, grading scales
have to be standardized by each course.
Principal John Moran said that the software
is set up by default to have a standard correspondence of letter grades to specific ranges
of numerical grades because many schools,
like St. John’s Prep where Moran taught
last year, have a school-wide standard for
their grading scale. He said that “SLUH is
unique” in not having a standard, and SLUH
had previously allowed teachers full liberty
to establish any scale that they saw fit.
To combat the problem, SLUH has set
up a standard scale, but one can override the
scale for each individual course.
“For example ... anybody who is teach-

ing Algebra I has to use the same grading
scale,” said Becvar. “As an administration,
we philosophically agree with that. If there
are two teachers teaching the same subject,
the two things they should have standardized
are their syllabus and their grading scale.” He
said the idea of a “uniform situation” among
teachers of the same course makes scheduling
easier so that students can transfer between
two teachers of a class halfway through a
course without changing the standard to
which they are held.
When multiple teachers teach the same
class, they now have to coordinate their
scales. For most teachers, this has not been
a problem because of general scale agreement. However, some teachers have had to
adjust.
English teacher Barbara Osburg said
that since there are four different freshman
English teachers, it took “compromising”
to combine grading scales. However, she
thought that the new standard would “make
very little difference” because writing grades
are issued numerically, so on essays, grades

POWER

and four art editors. After hours of argument
and lobbying, the best pieces are chosen and
incorporated into the magazine.
“We try to publish as much as we can,”
said Moran, noting the magazine’s lack of
a central theme as a means to do so. However, Moran did say that art pieces
are sometimes loosely related to the
literary works they accompany.
The authors of those literary works
will have a chance to share them with
students not only in print but audibly. When the magazine is released
Tuesday night at 7:30 in the SLUH
library, authors will have a chance to
recite their works to the audience at
poetry night, to which all are invited.
For the rest of the student body, the
magazine will be available for 25
cents on Wednesday during activity
period and at lunch.
Moran described the students’ work
as beautiful. “Beauty is a good thing,”
he concluded, “and there is too little
of it.”
The Winter 2009 Sisyphus will be out
next week after it is finished printing, and
the Spring edition of the magazine will be
released later this year.

ARTOWRK BY DYLAN KICKHAM

The provocative nature of the magazine
can largely be credited to the thought and
creativity put into it. Submissions are all
scrutinized anonymously by the nine literary

would change accordingly with the scale’s
change. Despite the changes to grading objective sections, she said that she was “very
pleased with what (the freshman English
teachers) came up with.”
“This isn’t a policy change ... this is the
way the software works,” said Principal John
Moran. “We need to figure out how to make
the software work for us.”
Other teachers have kept their past
scales, then used different weighting and
proportion techniques to equate those grades
to the new course standard, according to
Michalski.
Michalski said that all grades are
based on a narrative standard outlined in
the parent-student handbook. This standard
outlines what an A or a B means in terms of
a student’s performance.
“Ultimately, the grades that are applied
are applied according to that narrative standard that everybody uses,” said Michalski.
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(from 3)
SLUH—and believe me, their numbers ran beyond Plainsong—my
teachers encouraged my classmates and me to consider what made
one character’s actions wholesome, another’s less so, and what we,
as 16- and 17-year-old boys in a Catholic school, could learn from
these depictions. Whether it was Mr. Moran teaching the novel now
under disputation or Mr. Linhares leading us through the Song of
Songs (which, without proper guidance, could potentially be as
confusing for an adolescent as Plainsong), I never felt helpless in
facing tough literature; rather, the experience was an enriching one
that left me feeling more confident in my ability to make informed
moral choices. The attack on Plainsong fails to consider this context.
As Mr. Quinn told the Prep News last week, SLUH knows its
students are at a stage of life characterized in part by a budding understanding of the world as a morally complex place, an understanding
that only grows after high school. Now, the authors of this letter seem
to believe that the best way to handle this complexity is to have their
sons’ eyes and ears shuttered, to pretend like nothing bad ever goes
on. SLUH’s philosophy is different. It strives to instill in its young
men a moral compass, confronting our often troubling times by
saying yes, there is sin and evil in this world, but this doesn’t mean
that you can’t live as Christians (and living as a Christian does not
mean shunning the intellect; as I once heard Mr. Linhares say, you
don’t have to turn your brain off to talk about God. This is Jesuit
education in the best sense). I think it is safe to say SLUH’s history
in this endeavor is a successful one. Attempting to force SLUH to
bend to a complaint of petty righteousness threatens the future of
this success. Does this mean parents should unquestioningly give
their sons over to SLUH’s methods? Of course not. But neither does
it mean they should try to ambush the school with a witch hunt.
Questions and dialogue are constructive; anonymous cries of fear

BEEZLEY

(from 3)
This movement to ban Plainsong is indicative of an underlying
problem. If this novel is banned, we are spreading ignorance and
restricting knowledge. It is not an issue of protection, but of control,
and doing so would confine students to alarming unawareness. I
believe the greatest thing in life is knowledge. We are all curious
by nature, and banning this book would be to defy the most basic
of human principles.
One argument may be that sophomores simply aren’t mature
enough for the type of material that Plainsong contains. I assure
you, they are. Students, especially SLUH students (pardon my elitism), are more comprehending and understanding than one might
suspect. I saw it throughout my four years there, and I know my
teachers saw it as well.
One might say, “They aren’t ready for the real world,” and my
response is a lesson I learned from Mr. Terry Quinn, my sophomore
English teacher. He said, “I don’t know why people call it the ‘outside’ or ‘real world.’ This is the real world.” There is no other. What
we’re doing right now is real. Sophomores are not unexposed to the
violence of the world, and it would be crude and ignorant to treat

9

are not.
Methods aside, the parents responsible for the letter have
picked an oddly narrow target. Why not complain about the murders portrayed in Macbeth and Hamlet? What about Nietzsche’s
proclamation that “God is dead”? Or Darwin and evolution? I
encountered all these things over my four years at SLUH, and I
am glad of it. Because I was exposed to such challenging ideas in
high school, I was better prepared for college, where the safety net
SLUH provides is removed. Because of my four years on Oakland
Avenue, I was better prepared to deal with college classmates who
had little sympathy for my faith while attacking the Book of Genesis and Augustine’s Confesssions in my Humanities class, calling
Christianity a sham—all within my first three months on campus.
If SLUH had watered down its curriculum, I’d be helpless to face
the anti-religious sentiment that can be a large part of a university’s
intellectual life.
And so, to the parents who wrote the letter, I say this: wherever
your sons go to college—even at Catholic University or Boston
College, certainly at Stanford or the University of Chicago or the
Ivies—they will confront ideas and actions much more challenging
and troubling than those found between the covers of Plainsong.
They will confront obstacles that can’t be swept under the carpet or
concealed through gag orders. Consider whether you would prefer
your sons to have to face challenges like these (if they haven’t already) without any prior instruction, or rather that they be thrown
straight into the deep end. Consider what you value as the end of
your sons’ educations. Hopefully, it amounts to more than a diploma.
I am thankful to have attended a high school that didn’t cower in
the face of moral dilemma. You should be glad your sons have the
same opportunity. Because of it, they will be better prepared to step
into the world beyond SLUH.
						
Jim Santel, ’08

them as if they were. Respect their maturity and their capacity for
understanding.
The “real world” is filtering down to even lower-age groups.
Pre-teens carry around cell phones, seventh-graders dressing in
tight tank tops and short skirts, middle-school boys play gory video
games. Censoring books should be the least of parents’ worries. I
urge you, instead, to see what your son’s watching on TV after dinner and what video games are stashed under his bed.
Should the issue of censorship ever arise at SLUH again, I
give you this quote from Stephen King: “When books are run out
of school classrooms, and even out of school libraries as a result of
this idea … don’t get mad, get even. Don’t spend time waving signs
or carrying petitions around the neighborhood. Instead, run, don’t
walk, to the nearest nonschool library or to the local bookstore and
get whatever book was banned. Read whatever they’re trying to
keep out of your eyes and your brain, because that’s exactly what
you need to know.”
						

Matt Beezley, ’08
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it is cast. From my experience and from
conversations I’ve had with some alumni,
the English teachers present this material
honestly and examine author Kent Haruf’s
intentions in including what he did. By painting it in its most naked ugliness, not shrouded
by lies, Haruf exposes the dangers and threats
involved. This material is not glorified, but
rather dissected. If Haruf, or for that matter
teachers at SLUH, wanted to glorify these
immoral activities, they would lie about it
to prevent their students from finding out
what it really is.
Choosing ignorance over education or
simplicity over complexity does not make the
challenges of our world go away. It makes
them more of a danger, a costumed villain.
In English class junior year, we read a
poem called “For Julia, in the Deep Water.”
The poem compared formal education to
learning how to swim. In both, a parent must
hand over their child to someone knowledgeable in their field whom they can trust
because it is a learning process that must be
facilitated by someone who loves them in a

different way. In the poem, the father speaks
about the anxiety he feels as he watches his
daughter try to swim in deep water without
a floating device. He takes comfort, though,
in the knowledge that the swim instructor is
always right there guiding his child.
Parents: being a child, I know that you
love your sons and want to protect them as
best you can. But I beg you to acknowledge
that sometimes, the only way your son can
learn to swim is if you let a teacher lead them
into deep water. It’s painful for a parent to
watch from outside the pool, but when it’s
over, your son will emerge a young man prepared to swim in the deepest, darkest waters
of life. Your sons won’t drown in this water,
but if you pull them out too soon, they will
never learn to swim.
I fully support the English Department
and all teachers at SLUH. I attended this
fine institution of Jesuit education for four
years of my life and changed drastically as
a person. I would not have graduated and
entered the “real world” as capably as I did
had teachers at SLUH not exposed me and
guided and educated me through challenging
ideas and concepts.

I encourage all parents, students, and
concerned persons reading this letter to
become friends of skepticism, for most
things we encounter in life need to be
judged carefully and weighed against what
is generally accepted. With that skepticism,
however, comes the responsibility to think
for ourselves, and let others do the same. As
responsible Catholics, we must approach
this world with a standard of morality, but
we must understand the complexity of that
morality. We must be able to take information and recognize what it is and what it
means. We can’t let our skepticism censor
ideas or attitudes, but rather must use it to
forge through them. Instead of burning these
books, or refusing to read them, take them
for what they are worth. Let them exist and
be read. Challenge them with your moral
guidance, and let them challenge you to make
sense of the world. Books are resources of
knowledge in our world and they teach us
how to engage and exist in it. They are written for people, by people, and about people,
and are therefore invaluable in our attempts
to understand ourselves and others.
				
TJ Keeley ’08

(from 3)
the sexual content, no doubt powerful, appalled rather than intrigued us and disgusted
us instead of stimulating our curiosity. Every
student realized the gravity of the passages.
We rose to the challenge of maturity to see
the problems that parents currently have with
Plainsong’s sexuality in the same light as the
parents currently see them. They are intended
to evoke the kind of strong opposition that
some sophomore parents have displayed,
and in sophomore English class, they succeed at just that—evoking a strong student
opposition to sexual violence.
Yes, Plainsong challenges students, but
sophomores are mature enough to respond
to that challenge and consequently grow in
their ability to deal with real-life sexual ag-

gression. The most graphic sexual moments
in Plainsong involve high school teenagers
in fairly realistic settings. Sophomores are at
the time in their lives when they face similar
situations at weekend parties. According
to a 2002 study by the National Center for
Health Statistics, 54 percent of males and
58 percent of girls have engaged in sexual
intercourse by age 18. This is the social
reality that sophomores face—statistically,
half of them will give in to premarital sexual
temptation within the next two years.
The constructive revulsion that Plainsong utilizes therefore applies directly to high
school life, challenging students to reconsider
sexual conduct when they might encounter
boyfriends pressuring women to engage in
forced oral sex in their own social lives. What
better way to discourage premarital sexual
The snow did not just affect those at
schools and daycares, though; it also shut
down other project sites. Senior John Savio,
who volunteered at St. John’s Mercy Medical
Center, said he was told not to come in.
While seniors will not receive a day off
school to make up their last day of project,
Ehlman pointed out the half-day on Tuesday
and the day off on Feb. 13 as opportunities

activity than to study literature that leads a
developing mind to distinguish between the
healthy and the unhealthy consequences
quite realistically?
	Plainsong is a much deeper novel than
the recent controversies over its sexual
content would have us believe. Author Kent
Haruf dispenses a thick plot to focus instead
on relationships. Plainsong does not focus
on sex but instead shows how a community
comes together to handle problems, some
of which result from sexual misconduct. In
the context of the novel, the passages that
parents have targeted complicate and destroy
relationships. This education about the consequences that sophomores could face in real
life makes Plainsong a valuable, applicable
learning experience.

BETTONVILLE

SHORT GOODBYE

(from 1)
who worked at Litzsinger School, talked to
his supervisor on Wednesday. According to
Potter, she too was sad that she would not get
to say goodbye to the SLUH students.
“It’s just a bummer that it has to end
without more of a formal goodbye or a formal thank you from both sides,” said Senior
Project coordinater Nick Ehlman.

to go back and visit.
“We’re going try to encourage seniors to
work with their project supervisors to get out
(to their sites) either the half-day or Friday
(Feb. 13),” Ehlman said, adding that return
visits would not be mandatory.
Most seniors—including Berger, Potter,
Savio, and Schlesinger—have already made
plans to go back on their own time.
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(from 4)
that prevented federal tax dollars from aiding
international groups that perform or promote
abortion. In doing so, he reaffirmed what
most of us already knew, but what so many
of us were somehow able to ignore: the fact
that he is one of the most radical pro-choice
politicians this country has ever seen.
I was embarrassed to hear the results of
our mock faculty election earlier this year,
and it wasn’t because I thought John McCain
was a saint. I am not naïve enough to have
bought into his “maverick” jargon, nor am I
ignorant enough to believe McCain’s stance
on life issues perfectly reflects the teachings
of the Church. But I do know that Obama’s
policies on abortion and embryonic stem cell
research were and are in clear violation of
these teachings, and that many of us here
at this Catholic institution endorsed him

PRO-LIFE

News
anyway.
My thoughts on the abortion issue are not
profound; I believe life begins at conception.
If not at conception, when? Even if the jury
is out on whether or not a fetus is a human
being, does it make any sense whatsoever
to err on the side of killing it, just in case
it’s not? And if this issue involves or might
involve the taking of human life, shouldn’t
it take priority over other issues? Perhaps
my thoughts are too simple, or perhaps I am
biased by recently witnessing the miracle of
my daughter’s birth, paired with the horror
of two miscarriages in my family. But my
gut tells me we have made a tremendous
mistake. I only hope we have the honesty
to admit it and the fortitude to confront and
change the evil we have allowed.
				
Jon Ott
				
Theology

Act drew more protestors on the anniversary
(from 2)
found the trip went by quickly for him of Roe v. Wade. “That inspired a lot more
because he was busy going to all the muse- people to protest,” he said. However, he said
ums and attractions. He said that Obama’s they were not merely protesting Obama, but
inauguration “didn’t have any affect” on him the passage of legislation that would undo
or others.
so much that they worked for.
“We just marched like we did every
“We were just marching for someyear,” Emnett
thing we think
said.
is right,” said
Junior AnEmnett.
drew Meyer
Assiswent on the
tant to the Asmarch with
sistant Princithe “Life Repal for Student
ally Matters”
Affairs Marla
group, which
Maurer said that
was made up of
she excused 32
one thousand
students for beteens and chaping on the Proerones from the
Life March last
St. Louis area.
week. Although
Protesters march for life in front of the U. S. capitol building
He got the opthere was no
portunity to be a witness at a rosary before SLUH trip, students could be excused if
a Mass with his group at the end of the trip. they had notified Maurer that they were goHe said it was his first time speaking in front ing on the march. However, some students
of a lot of people.
missed two days instead of three.
“That really made the trip better for me
Queathem was not able to attend the
than years past,” he said.
march because she had to teach classes. “I
Meyer noted that he did not notice any still think it’s important. My not being there
more pro-choice supporters than usual.
has nothing to do with how important I think
Sophomore Joe Gardner said that it is,” she said.
Obama’s support of the Freedom of Choice
PHOTO COURTESY OF PATRICK GILFOIL
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Juniors discuss
honor code, banner

Ben Kim
Core Staff

A

bout 20 juniors and junior class moderator Mary Russo gathered last Friday after school in 215c for the second
junior roundtable meeting of the year.
The junior roundtable meeting was created four years ago by Russo, who wanted
to give junior officers more leadership opportunities along with a class-bonding experience. Based off the Student Advisory
Council meeting, students discussed current
school-wide and junior class issues. During
this two-hour discussion, the juniors talked
about next year’s Student Council (STUCO)
positions, their class banner, and the honor
code.
“The group of individuals that met was
not necessarily there to change policy. We are
here to talk about current issues, give ideas
and input. It’s a starting process maybe for
a change process,” said Russo.
While eating pizza, the group, led by
junior class president Kevin Mueller, social
representative Ryan Bedell, and pastoral
representative Jamie Hagan, first discussed
what STUCO positions are available next
year and what the particular jobs entail. No
names were taken because the elections will
be held later in April, but STUCO wished to
have juniors start thinking about what they
want to do.
“I really liked their enthusiasm about
the STUCO positions for next year,” said
Bedell. “We are looking for guys who are
willing to do work and will be dedicated to
it.”
The next issue discussed was the class
banner, specifically the design and motto desired by juniors. Many of the ideas suggested
by the students revolved around their late
classmate Chris Zandstra, with the Superman
logo with CZ in the middle being a popular
design choice. This theme was extended to
the suggestions for the motto as well, with
many students wanting Zandstra’s character
and personality to be reflected in it.
“One of the main things that we talked
about was incorporating Chris in the banner,
like maybe some of the ideas or morals that he
reflected in his life in our motto: perseverance

see TABLE ROUND, 12
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by Conor Gearin

Comic or Ironic?

Friday, January 30
Schedule M
Sr. Project Ceremony 1:45pm
HOC @ Webster @ 8:45pm
B-Ball (V/B) vs Jeff City @5:30/7pm
AP Snack: Jumbo Pretzels
Lunch : Special—Pulled Pork
Healthy—Turkey Burgers
Saturday, January 31
Fr./Soph. Date Dance
WRES (JV/C) @ MCC Tourn @ Vianney
@ 9am
Sunday, February 1
JV HOC vs Vianney @ Queeny @ 6:30pm
Monday, February 2
Schedule R
1818 Registration AP
JV HOC 2 DeSmet @ Queeny 6:30pm
B-Ball Blue/White @ Gibault 		
6:45/5:30pm
Lunch : Special—Taco Salad
Healthy—Chicken Parm.

TABLE ROUND

(from 11)
and leadership. We are going to incorporate
those things into the banner for sure,” said
Mueller.
The last and most widely-discussed issue at the meeting was the honor code. Since
St. Louis U. High has always struggled with
how to deal with issues such as cheating and
theft, it was suggested earlier this year that the
school should adopt an honor code system to
heighten awareness and community spirit as
well as bring a general change in behavior.
“An honor code outlines the values that
your school should uphold like respect. Some
places are more negative and outline that you
can’t steal and you can’t cheat. We were all
leaning more towards the positive outlook
on it,” said Bedell.
According to Hagan and his notes, if
SLUH does adopt an honor code, they plan
for it to be “a positive lifestyle choice,” based
on the five points in the Grad at Grad and
Ad Majorem Dei Gloriam. Any student who
agrees to follow the honor code will accept
responsibility for himself and his peers, “to
be examples of Christ-like behavior.”
“We are trying to keep it really positive,
instead of just tattletaling on each other,”
said Hagan.

Calendar
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*Lunch menu subject to change.

Tuesday, February 3
Half-Day Schedule
Ignatian Mix-It Up Lunch
Senior Class Picture 12:15pm
Faculty Meeting 1pm
B-Ball (V/B) @ Kirkwood 5:30/7pm
RACQ (V, JV1-2 & 2-1) vs. Kirkwood @
3:30pm @ Vetta Sports-Concord
Lunch : Special—Pulled Pork
Healthy—Turkey Burgers
Wednesday, February 4
Schedule R
College Reps:
Missouri State University
Fr. Tutorial AP
Founder’s Day 6pm
B-Ball Blue/White vs Vianney @ 4pm
Lunch : Special—Mexican Combo
Healthy—Italian Chicken
Thursday, February 5
Schedule R

At the meeting, the three junior officers
initiated discussion by asking why SLUH
needs an honor code, how people will commit to it, and how to enforce it. According to
Mueller, all the attending juniors agreed that
there had to be an honor code of some form
but disagreed on commitment and enforcement. Students discussed if everyone would
be forced to comply with the honor code, and
if classmates confronting a violator would
be more effective than the administration.
The idea of a disciplinary board consisting of faculty, students, or both, to hear
cases was also suggested. The board, other
than just administrators, would deal with
students who continuously break the honor
code.
The junior officers have given Kesterson their meeting notes and will schedule a
meeting with him later.
“At least, if not a written honor code,
we need an attitude change throughout the
school. Something needs to change,” said
Mueller.
	As the moderator of the meeting, Russo
thought that the discussion was productive
and might lead the juniors to act on their
ideas in the future.

January 29 -February 6

College Reps:
Missouri, University of St. Louis
Truman State University (acceptees)
Kansas State University (sign up in
		
Counseling Office to attend)
Fr. STUCO Finals
JV2-2 RACQ vs DeSmet @ 3:30 pm @
Vetta Sports-Concord
WRES (V/JV/C) vs Pattonville 6pm
Lunch : Special—Papa John’s
Healthy—Toasted Rav
Friday, February 6
Schedule M
Sr. Class Liturgy AP
IM Frosh Movie Trivia AP in Gym
HOC @ Webster @ 8:45pm
B-Ball (V/B) @ DeSmet 4:30/6pm
WRES(V/JV/C) vs Webster Groves @
6am
Lunch : Special—Chicken Rings
Healthy—Turkey Hot Dog

BURKE

(from 4)
What I plan to do is collect a bunch of
letters written by members of our school
community, whether by students or faculty,
and put them together in a huge envelope
and send them to Congress. I feel that if we
send the letters as a whole and together, it
would make an impact to show how we, as
a school community, feel about the issue.
Even if you do not feel that abortion is
completely wrong, I feel that the Freedom of
Choice Act crosses the line of the acceptable
moral barrier. This is the most pro-abortion
legislation that will have ever been passed.
Some of the effects of this act will be that
parents will not needed to be notified of an
abortion, taxes will pay for abortions, and
all restrictions will be lifted on abortion,
reversing the Partial Birth Abortion Ban Act
that has been passed.
Now is the time that we need to break out
of our shells and speak out against this evil.
Whether it is against abortion all together,
or just against FOCA, we need to act now.
If anyone has any specific questions or want
more details, they can contact me through
email, Facebook, or in the hallways.
			
Matthew Burke ’10

